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METRIZABILITY AND THE FRECHLET-URYSOHN 
PROPERTY IN TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS' 
PETER J. NYIKOS 
ABssRAc'r. A question of Arhangel'skii, whether weakly first countable topological 
groups are metrizable, is answered in two ways: if the Hausdorff axiom is assumed, 
the answer is yes, but in general a weakly first countable topological group need 
not be pseudometrizable. The former result is obtained as a corollary of a more 
general sufficient condition for a sequential group to be Fr&chet-Urysohn. A 
general necessary and sufficient condition for a sequential group to be Frechet- 
Urysohn is given, and a number of questions are raised. Examples are given to 
show in what respect the theorems of the paper are the "best possible". 
In his 1966 survey paper [1], A. V. Arhangel'skii defined the gf-axiom of 
countability and tossed out the question of whether every topological group which 
satisfies it is metrizable. Tacit in this question is the assumption of the Hausdorff 
(T2) separation axiom, since there are elementary examples of pseudometrizable 
topological groups that are not metrizable. If one assumes the T2 axiom, the answer 
is fairly easily shown to be affirmative, as several people independently proved 
soon after Arhangel'skii's paper appeared. However, if one reinterprets the ques- 
tion, "Is every topological group satisfying the gf-axiom of countability pseudo- 
metrizable?" it turns out that a very familiar topological space is a counterexample. 
Ordinarily topologists do not concern themselves with non- T2 spaces, but the 
counterexample has some relevance to functional analysis: it is the product of R 
with the indiscrete topology, with the locally convex direct sum of countably many 
copies of R with the usual topology. The main result of ? 1 is that this space is 
pseudosymmetrizable. In ?2, we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a 
topological group to be Frechet-Urysohn and use a formal strengthening of it to 
give a new proof that every T2 topological group satisfying Arhangel'skii's axiom is 
metrizable. The final section gives examples to show some more ways in which the 
theorems of this paper are "the best possible". 
1. Definitions and an example. The concepts we deal with in this paper are 
generalizations of first countability and metrizability. 
DEFINITION 1. A topological space X is weakly first countable [Arhangel'skii: 
satisfies the gf-axiom of countability] if for each point x E X it is possible to assign 
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a sequence (B(n, x))= I of subsets of X containing x in such a way that B(n, x) D 
B(n + 1, x) and so that a set U is open if, and only if, for each x E U there exists n 
such that B(n, x) c U. 
Additional information on weakly first countable spaces may be found in [11] 
(where they are called "g-first countable"), [6], and [12]. They include, of course, 
the first countable spaces, as well as the pseudosymmetrizable spaces, which are 
those weakly first countable spaces in which B(n, x) can be defined so that 
y E B(n, x) if, and only if, x E B(n, y). A definition along more traditional lines 
runs: 
DEFINITION 2. A topological space is pseudosymmetrizable if it admits a distance 
function d such that (i) for each x and y in X, d(x, y) = d(y, x) > 0 and 
d(x, y) = 0 if x = y and (ii) a set F is closed if and only if d(x, F) > 0 for every 
point x E F. (As usual, d(x, F) = inf {d(x, y): y E F).) A symnmetrizable space is a 
pseudosymmetrizable space in which d(x, y) = 0 only if x = y. 
Of course, if we let B(n, x) = {y: d(x, y) < I/n) in a pseudosymmetrizable 
space, we satisfy the definition of a weakly first countable space. It is also trivial to 
show that every pseudometrizable space is pseudosymmetrizable, and is metrizable 
if, and only if, it is symmetrizable (because every symmetrizable space is T1). There 
exist symmetrizable spaces which are not even T2. A T2, nonregular example is the 
"plus" topology on the plane (Example 4, ?3). 
The following well-known theorems, as well as the definition of a topological 
group, may be found in [8]. 
THEOREM A. A topological group is pseudometrizable if (and only if) it is first 
countable. 
THEOREM B. A topological group is metrizable if (and only if) it is T2 and first 
countable. 
One might expect the generalizations of these theorems to weakly first countable 
spaces to stand or fall together, but in fact they do not. One indeed obtains a 
theorem if "wealdy" is inserted before "first countable" in Theorem B, but not in 
Theorem A. The root of this anomaly seems to lie in the Lemma below, which 
features a very natural convergence criterion for which some separation axiom is 
necessary. 
DEFINITION 3. A subset A of a topological space X is sequentially closed if, 
whenever y is the limit of a convergent sequence of points in A, then y is in A. A 
space is sequential if every sequentially closed subset is closed. A space X is 
Frechet- Urysohn (also simply called Frechet) if every point in the closure of a subset 
A of X is a limit of a sequence of points of A. 
Given any subset A of a topological space (X, 5), let A' be the set of all limits of 
sequences in A. Then is a closure operator on the underlying set X. Those 
acquainted with closure spaces [4, especially Chapter III] will note that the space 
(X, 5) is sequential if, and only if, it is the topological space associated with the 
closure space (X,), while (X, Cj) is Frechet-Urysohn if, and only if, it is the space 
(X,'). But we will not need this observation for any of what follows. 
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We will let N stand for the set of positive integers. Unless otherwise stated, a 
sequence will be understood to be a function with domain N. The following lemma 
will not be used until the next section, but it is instructive to look at Example 2 
below with the proof in mind. 
LEMMA 1. Every weakly first countable topological space is sequential. Given a 
sequence (xn)7 1 in a weakly first countable space, the following condition is sufficient 
for x,, -* x, and is necessary if the space is T2: 
(D) For each integer n E N there exists g(n) E N such that 
Xm E B(n, x) whenever m > g(n) 
where B(n, x) is as in Definition 1. 
PROOF. The sufficiency of (D) is clear. Therefore, if A is sequentially closed in 
the weakly first countable space X, there exists for each y 4 A a "weak neighbor- 
hood" B(n(y), y) missing A. Hence X \ A is open. If X is T2, then the range of a 
convergent sequence is either a finite discrete closed subspace or else forms, 
together with its limit point, a closed subspace homeomorphic to co + 1 with the 
order topology, with the nonisolated point as the limit of the sequence. Suppose 
then that xn, - x, and that there exists n such that, for infinitely many m, 
Xm a B(n, x). Let S be the range of a subsequence of such terms. Every point of 
X \ (S U {x)) has a neighborhood which misses S, and so each point of X \ S has 
a weak neighborhood contained in X \ S, which is thus a neighborhood of x. This 
contradicts the claim xn -> x. 
The following example [though not all of its properties which we list] is well 
known from the theory of topological vector spaces [14, Chapter II, ?6]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let E be the vector space of all sequences of real numbers with finite 
support. [The support of a sequence is its set of nonzero terms.] We give E the box 
product topology. In other words, a base for E is the collection of all sets of the 
form 
I" 1,Un= {x E E: x, E Un for all n} 
where Un is an open set in the usual topology of R for all n. Thus E is the locally 
convex direct sum of countably many copies of R [14, p. 55], and can abstractly be 
characterized as "the" countable-dimensional (in the Hamel sense) vector space 
over R with the finest locally convex topology. Further information on this space 
may be found in [14, p. 69, Exercise 7] where it is stated that a convex subset of E 
is closed if (and only if) its intersection with each finite-dimensional subspace is 
closed. The following proof that E is sequential can easily be modified to show that 
"convex" is unnecessary in this exercise. 
Suppose A is a sequentially closed subset of E. Let An (resp. En) be the set of all 
points of A (resp. E) whose support is {k E N: k < n}. Of course, A = U`LI A, 
E = U - En. To show that A is closed, we may assume without loss of generality 
that 0 a A, and exhibit a neighborhood of 0 that misses A. 
Since A is sequentially closed, there exists e, > 0 such that jf(l)l > el for all 
f E A1. Let U1 = (-el, e ). Induction hypothesis: for each i < n we have defined e* 
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such that for each f E An - I, there exists k < n such that If(k)l > ek. Now suppose 
that for each e > 0 there exists g,, E An such that I g8(k)l < ek for all k < n, 
Ig,(n)l < E. Let B = {gl/n: n E N). Then B c En, and in the natural isomor- 
phism of En with Euclidean n-space, B has a bounded image, hence B must have a 
sequence of distinct points converging to some f E En. It is clear that any such f is 
in An-I (and, in particular, its nth coordinate must be 0) and jf(k)l < ek for all 
k < n, contradiction. Hence we can pick en > 0 such that for each f E An there 
exists k < n + 1 such that jf(k)/ > 6k- 
With en chosen for each n, let U= {g: Ig(n)l <e,, for all n}. Then U is a 
neighborhood of 0 that misses A. 
It is easy to see that E is not first countable, or even Frechet-Urysohn: the 
collection of functions fnk whose first coordinate is l/n and whose nth coordinate 
is 1/k is easily seen to have 0 in its closure; but no sequence of these functions 
converges to 0. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 below is that E is not 
weakly first countable. 
Problem 1. The above proof can easily be modified to show that the direct sum 
of countably many locally compact metrizable groups with the box product 
topology is sequential. What happens if "locally compact" is omitted, or replaced 
by "complete"?2 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G = R x E with E as in Example 1, and give the extra copy of 
R the indiscrete topology. Obviously, G is not pseudometrizable. Here is a sketch of 
the proof that G is pseudosymmetrizable. 
First we observe that if fn -* f in E then there exists m such that {ffn: n E N) c 
Em. This is proven using the same techniques which showed E to be sequential. 
We now write the members of G as functions from w into R. For f, g E G define 
t(f, g) < r (where r > 0) to mean that f(i) = g(i) for i > lf(0)l + I g(0)1 and jf(i) - 
g(i)| < r if 0 < i < If(0)l + I g(0)1. Let d(f, g) = 1 if t(f, g) 4 r for any r < 1, 
otherwise let 
d(f, g) = inf {r: t(f, g) < r}. 
Clearly d(f,g) = d(g,f) > Oforallf,g e G. 
Claim. If A c G, then A is closed iff d(f, A) > 0for allf (4 A. The "only ifs" part 
is routine: if A is closed and f 4 A, then there is a set of the form R x rj'?-1 un 
missing A and containingf. 
So suppose that A is nonempty and d(f, A) > 0 for all f 4 A. Then A = R x B 
for some B c E. It is enough to show that B is sequentially closed in E. Suppose 
thatfn -f withfn E B for all n, and pick m such thatfn E EEm for all n. Let k > m, 
let g E G be the function satisfying g(0) = k, g(i) = f(i) for all i > 0, and let gn be 
any function in G extending f,. Then gn E A for all n, and it is routine to verify 
that d(g,, g) ->0. Hence g E A, andf E B. 
This proof is a modification of the author's proof that G is weakly first 
countable. The definition of d is due to Sheldon Davis. 
2ADDED IN PROOF. E. K. van Douwen has shown that if even one factor is not locally compact, and 
infinitely many are not discrete, the resulting space is not sequential. 
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Example 2 shows that pseudosymmetrizability is an exception to the rule of 
thumb that "generalized metric" properties are preserved by retracts. The obvious 
retraction of G onto {0) x E is even an open map, and G is pseudosymmetrizable, 
but {0) x E is not even weakly first countable. 
2. Obtaining the Frechet-Urysohn property. The main theorems of this section 
revolve around the question of when a sequential topological group is Frechet- 
Urysohn. The first key theorem concerns the following condition, which is satisfied 
by any T2 weakly first countable space: 
Let x E X and for each positive integer m let (xn,)"? 1 be a 
(*) sequence convergent to x. It is possible to choose a term x 
for each m in such a way that (xj(mm))'. I converges to x. 
Indeed, (*) is an immediate consequence of (D) in Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a group with a topology 5 satisfying (*), such that the group 
multiplication is jointly continuous. If (G, '5) is sequential, then it is Frechet- Urysohn. 
PROOF. Let e denote the identity element of G. Suppose G is not Frechet- 
Urysohn. Then there is a subset A of G such that A- contains a point x not in A^. 
By translating A through multiplication by x-1, we may assume x = e without loss 
of generality. 
Let (xn) I1 be a sequence of points of A' converging to e. For each x, let (xnj)jt I 
be a sequence of points of A converging to x,,. Since multiplication is separately 
continuous, (xn-x'1j), I converges to e for each n. By (*) it is possible to pick j(n) 
for each n so that (x"-'lx (f))j converges to e. By joint continuity of multiplication, 
(X 1XnflJ(n))??1 = (XIJ("))?= also converges to e, contradicting the assumption that 
e is not in A. 
As a corollary, we have 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a group with a weakly first countable topology with respect to 
which multiplication is jointly continuous. If G is T2, then G is first countable. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1 and the discussion surrounding (*), G satisfies the hypothe- 
ses of Theorem 1. Therefore G is Frechet-Urysohn, and any weakly first countable 
Frechet-Urysohn space is first countable [11]. 
The conclusion cannot be strengthened to "G is metrizable" (see Example 3), but 
we do have 
THEOREM 3. A topological group is metrizable if, and only if, it is T2 and weakly 
first countable. 
PROOF. By Theorems A and 2. 
The condition (*) cannot be eliminated from Theorem 1, as Example 1 above 
shows. However, it can be weakened (at least formally: see Problem 2). The proof 
of Theorem 1, with insignificant changes, shows that the following condition is also 
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sufficient for a sequential group with jointly continuous multiplication to be 
Frechet-Urysohn: 
Let x E X and for each positive integer m let (x,,) I1 be a 
sequence converging to x. It is possible to choose a sequence 
(**) (m(k))=1 of distinct positive integers and a sequence 
(j(k))' I of positive integers in such a way that ( m(k)jl 
converges to x. 
Our second key theorem is 
THEOREM 4. Every Frechet- Urysohn topological group satisfies (**). 
PROOF. Let e denote the identity of a topological group G; it is enough to show 
(**) for any collection (xn7)'% I of sequences converging to e. For each positive 
integer k, the sequence IXnk) l converges to xk1, and so the union A of the ranges 
of all these sequences has e in its closure. By hypothesis there is a sequence S in A 
converging to e. 
Case I. There is an infinite sequence (xk,: k E K) (K an infinite subset of N) 
such that the closures of {xi '} and { x,} are disjoint from each other, and from the 
closure of {e}. Then there is such an S whose terms are contained in {xk,xnk: n E 
N, k E K). Because e and xkI are contained in disjoint open sets if k E K, S can 
only meet each sequence in finitely many terms, hence must have a subsequence of 
the form (x )x_k(i)))o converging to e, with k(i) #* k(j) when i =,j. But ((x1 i - 
converges to e, and thus 
(Xkl(i))-I Xkl(i) k(i 1 = 1k( 
converges to e, as desired. 
Case II. The following is an equivalence relation in a topological group: x _y iff 
x E cl {y}. Hence in any case not covered by Case I, there are only finitely many 
equivalence classes of points in (xk,)' 1. But then there exists n such that all points 
of (Xk 1V n are in the equivalence class of e, because the sequence converges to e. 
Now if any of the other sequences (xkj)t I is not of this degenerate form, then we 
renumber the sequences to make such a sequence be (xk,)k' I and argue as in Case 
I. If they are all of this degenerate form, the conclusion follows trivially. 
Problem 2. The condition (**) looks annoyingly like (*). Are they equivalent for 
a topological group? Must every Frechet-Urysohn topological group satisfy (*)? E. 
K. van Douwen has a construction [unpublished] of a countable regular topological 
space with one nonisolated point which satisfies (**) but not (*). The sequential 
coreflection [2], [7] of such a space is obviously Frechet-Urysohn, and satisfies (**) 
but not (*) because the same sequences converge in both topologies. Since the 
coreflection topology is finer than the original, it will also be regular for a space 
with one nonisolated point. 
Problem 3. Let G be a group with a Frechet-Urysohn topology with respect to 
which multiplication is jointly continuous. Does G satisfy (*)? What about (**)? 
Not every Frechet-Urysohn space satisfies (**); for example, the sequential fan 
[13, Example D] does not satisfy it. 
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Another interesting problem involves sequential order. Given a sequential space 
X, its sequential order a(X) is the smallest ordinal a such that a iterations of the 
operator ^ will give the closure of any subset of X. Thus X is Frechet-Urysohn if 
and only if c(X) = 1. There are examples of spaces satisfying a(X) = w1, the 
highest ordinal possible (see [2]). The Graev free topological group on w + 1 is such 
an example [10], and it is possible to show that a(E) = a(G) = w1 for Examples 1 
and 2. In fact, one may ask: 
Problem 4. If X is a regular sequential semitopological group [8] which is not 
Frechet-Urysohn, is c(X) = w1? What if X is a topological group? weakly first 
countable? 
An unpublished result of the author is that the following is a Hausdorff, 
symmetrizable, semitopological group G with a(G) = 2 (hence Problem 3 has a 
negative answer if regularity is dropped): let G be the collection of all finite and 
cofinite subsets of a countable set, the operation on G being symmetric difference. 
A subset A of G is closed if, and only if, the union and intersection of every totally 
ordered subset of A is in A. Leslie Foged [unpublished result] has also constructed 
regular, countable homogeneous spaces of every finite sequential order. 
3. More examples. Examples 1 and 2 have already shown some ways in which 
Theorems 1 and 2 are "the best possible". Here are some more such examples. 
EXAMPLE 3. In the group S of real numbers with the Sorgenfrey topology (for 
which a base is the set of upper-half-open intervals), addition is jointly continuous 
and the space is first countable, but not metrizable. [S is not a topological group 
because inversion is not continuous.] 
The next example shows that joint continuity in Theorems 1 and 2 cannot be 
replaced by separate continuity. In other words, it is not enough that the group be 
semitopological. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let G be the Euclidean plane with ordinary pointwise addition. Let a 
weak base at each point be formed by the collection of "plus signs" centered on it, 
with horizontal and vertical bars of length 1/n. What results is a Hausdorff 
semitopological group in which inversion is continuous but addition is not jointly 
continuous. And G is not first countable, nor regular [6], but it is weakly first 
countable, indeed symmetrizable; given points p and q, let d(p, q) be the ordinary 
Eucidean distance if p and q are either on the same vertical or the same horizontal 
line; otherwise let d(p, q) be 1. This symmetric even has the property that every 
convergent sequence has a Cauchy subsequence, so that G is a quotient n-image of 
a metric space [11]. 
It can be shown that the subgroup H consisting of doubly rational points shares 
all the above properties with G except nonregularity: H is regular and countable, 
hence paracompact, but not first countable. 
EXAMPLE 5. A countable topological group satisfying (*) nonvacuously which is 
not sequential. (Hence "G is sequential" cannot be dropped from Theorem 1.) Let 
G = D { G,,,,j(l(m, n) E N x N) where each Gmn is a nontrivial cyclic group. [For 
example, if GI, is of order 2 and every other summand is infinite, G is isomorphic 
to the multiplicative group of nonzero rationals.] A base for the topology on G is 
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provided by the cosets of all the subgroups of the form @ {G ,1(m, n) E A) where 
A is a set which meets all but finitely many of the sets {m} x N and contains all 
but finitely many of the elements in each set which it meets. Then G is a 
nondiscrete countable topological group in which there are no nontrivial conver- 
gent sequences. If one takes the topological group G x Q, one obtains a non- 
metrizable topological group in which each element is a linmit of a sequence of 
distinct points, which satisfies (*) but is not sequential: the complement of Q is 
dense but has no sequence converging to any member of Q. 
Our last example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1 cannot be 
strengthened to "G is first countable". 
EXAMPLE 6. Let G be the direct sum of uncountably many nontrivial discrete 
abelian groups with the product topology. The elements of G may be thought of as 
the members of the product with finite support (the support of an element being its 
set of nonzero coordinates). Thus a subset A of G - {0} has 0 in its closure if, and 
only if, for every finite set B of coordinates, there is a member a of A whose 
support does not meet B. Since the supports are themselves finite, this is clearly 
equivalent to there being an infinite sequence of members of A whose supports are 
disjoint. But any such sequence converges to 0. Thus G is Frechet-Urysohn. 
Moreover, given any countably infinite collection of sequences converging to 0, we 
can use induction to pick one element from each sequence so that the supports are 
disjoint, so G satisfies (*). And, of course, G is not first countable. 
Interestingly enough, the following question seems to be unanswered: 
Problem 5. Does there exist a countable Frechet-Urysohn topological group 
which is not pseudometrizable? Does there exist a T2 example? 
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ADDED IN PROOF. G. Gruenhage has pointed out that the Frechet-Urysohn 
property, together with (**), characterizes the countably bi-quotient spaces [E. 
Michael, A quintuple quotient quest, General Topology Appl. 2 (1972), 91-138] 
while the w-spaces [P. L. Sharma, Some characterizations of W-spaces and w-spaces, 
General Topology Appl. 9 (1978), 289-293] are precisely the Frechet-Urysohn 
spaces which satisfy (*). 
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